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existing class hierarchies needed to be improved, so that the code complexity could be 
decreased and at the same time, to lower the compilation time, which would result in high-
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been suggested in order to turn the results into practical use. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Software development refers to the activity of computer programming which includes 

the process of writing and maintaining source code. The collection of source code is 

used to build a particular application. A mature software system usually consists of a 

huge number of program files. In a C++ software system, program files are organized 

as headers and implementation files in a systematic way. The header file contains the 

elements which are defined and used in implementation files. The symbols used in the 

implementation files can be used in other implementation files by including the appro-

priate header file through a pre-processor including a directive.  

 

The inclusion of header files creates dependency between the implementation files. In 

a normal case, an implementation file includes only the required definitions and decla-

rations. Nevertheless header files can be shared by multiple files that might contain 

definitions and declarations which are not used by all implementation files. This results 

in the creation of false dependencies. As the program evolves, dependencies also 

grow. These dependencies do not harm the functionality of the system but affect the 

development process. These false dependencies cause unnecessary compilation of 

implementation files when an independent part of a header file has changed, which 

leads to an unnecessary build process. It would take approximately 4-5 hours to com-

plete a build process for a mature software system. This might increase in the case of 

build breaks. Because of this lengthy build process, programmers have to wait to inte-

grate their changes.[1] 

 

This project is carried out for Enoro – an information technology company specialized 

in information systems and applications for the energy business. It is one of the leading 

players in the Nordic energy market. The company provides solutions for measurement 

data warehouses, a software product called GENERIS. GENERIS system is an infor-

mation management and analysis system for market players operating in deregulated 

energy markets. The system is highly modular, providing functional scalability to meet 

the needs of a wide range of roles in the energy market. The GENERIS code base has 

different modules. It seems to contain classes that are declared to be exported from the 

modules where they are implemented but are not used in any dependent applications. 

[2,12.] 
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Hence, the aim of this project is to list those unnecessary exported classes from the 

modules so that they could be refactored. In the company, the code base has evolved 

for over 10 years and now contains over 6 million lines of codes. There have been ap-

proximately 100 people working on the code base. Therefore there are a great number 

of unnecessary items in the code base which is a common problem in the software 

industry. Thus, the tool developed in this project should help to minimize the resources 

needed compiling a large code base that is time and memory needed for compilation. 

The minimization should be done without a need for architectural changes in the mod-

ule hierarchy. 
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2 Theoretical Background 

 

2.1 Motivation 

 

It is important to take the ‘air’ or unnecessary parts out of the code base because of 

numerous reasons.  

2.1.1 Namespace Pollution 

 

Independently developed libraries are included in a large software program. It is ex-

pected that numerous global names such as variables, classes, functions and tem-

plates are defined in such libraries. During the development of the application, different 

types of libraries are used. Hence, the occurrence of name clashes cannot be ignored. 

C++ has a “one definition rule" which specifies that each name in a C++ program 

should be defined exactly once. The effect of dumping many names into the 

namespace is called namespace pollution. [3] 

 

In a C/C++ software system, data types, declaration global variables and macros are 

usually shared by including common header files. The header files can be used by mul-

tiple other files as well. The header files and their interdependencies form included hi-

erarchies. Within time, the software system needs to be further developed and updated 

with the addition of new functionality and features and the system becomes complex 

and large. During the development of the system, the included hierarchy also grows 

and becomes complex. This might result in the pollution of the namespace, which 

would affect the compilation of the source code. 

 

2.1.2 False Dependencies 

 

The software system usually consists of a large number of program files. These files 

are categorized into header files and implementation files. Header files commonly con-

tain forward declarations of classes, subroutines, variables and other identifiers. These 

are defined or used in implementation files. These symbols can be used by other im-

plementation files as well by including the appropriate header file through pre-

processor included directive. This kind of inclusion creates dependency between the 

implementation files. Also, header files can be included by multiple implementation files 

which may contain declarations and definitions that are not used by implementation 
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files. In such cases, false dependency is created. As the code evolves these depend-

encies will increase.  

 

Hence, if program files contain a header file which is not required, false dependency 

will be generated. This doesn’t harm the functionality of the system but this will cause 

the file to be compiled more often which will increase the build effort. This will affect the 

efficiency of the development process. Because of the longer build, developers have to 

wait for their changes or development to integrate. In a normal case, the software sys-

tem may require around five hours to complete the build process. Sometimes the time 

is longer as the build might break. This results in the delay of the development, debug-

ging and testing process of the system. Hence an unnecessary header file must be 

removed and the false dependency must be decreased. 

 

2.1.3 Resources for Compilation 

 

In the software industry, a large system contains millions of lines of C/C++ codes which 

are developed by groups of hundreds of developers. Even though the system is devel-

oped using a modular technique, a common problem is that whenever a header file is 

modified, all the source code, libraries and executable files which are linked directly or 

not, to it, must be rebuilt. Therefore, even a small modification of the file will cause a 

huge compilation and build time. Hence, if unwanted elements from the code base are 

removed so that the compiler must process the time needed for compilation as well as 

the memory needed will be decreased.  

 

2.2 Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) 

 

OOP stands for Object Oriented Programming.  It is a design philosophy which is used 

during the software development process.  The basic concept of OOP is to make the 

code reusable. In procedural programming, the program consists of a series of steps or 

procedures that take place one after the other. The procedure is also known as rou-

tines, subroutines, methods, or functions which contain a series of computational steps 

to be carried out. The developer determines the exact conditions under which a proce-

dure takes place and when the program ends.  In procedural programming, the pro-

gramming process involves so many details that the developer might lose the image of 
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the overall process. Also, similar statements required in various parts of the program 

have to be rewritten in more than one place. [4,7] 

 

The use of the method of procedural programming does not provide the ability to reuse 

the code throughout the program as well as in various other projects. This behaviour 

increases the development cost and the time of the project. Another drawback of pro-

cedural programming is in error checking. It becomes tedious and difficult to debug and 

to find the errors as the code becomes longer. Over the years, procedural program-

ming techniques have evolved into object oriented programming techniques.  

 

The basic principles of OOP techniques involve the use of objects, classes, inheritance 

and polymorphism. In pure OOP terms, an object is an instance of a class. It is a spe-

cific item that belongs to a class. It can be considered a ‘thing’ that can conduct a set of 

functions. The set of functions that the object conducts defines the characteristics of 

the object. A class is a representation of an object and defines the details of an object, 

the behaviour of its objects and the methods that can be applied to its objects. It con-

tains variables and functions. Each class can be reused through the process of inher-

itance and polymorphism. Inheritance is a concept which means that a new class is 

defined based on the existing class and that a defined sub-class can inherit all the data 

members and the functions from the base class. This property contributes to reducing 

the development time and ensures more accurate coding. Generally the term polymor-

phism means the ability to appear in many forms. It refers to the ability to process ob-

jects differently depending on their data type or class. [4,11-13] 

 

All these concepts make OOP reusable and maintainable, which will save time and 

money in the long run during the development of an application or software. The ad-

vantage of OOP is its reliability and sustainability across different platforms. Another 

advantage is the ease of debugging the code. The errors which might appear during 

the development of an application can be tracked to the point of origin and can be elim-

inated and fixed. The logical structure of OOP provides the ability to relate code to real 

world examples, which makes the development process much easier. 

 

2.3 Microsoft Foundation Class 

 

The short form of Microsoft Foundation Class is MFC. It is an extension of C++ which 

includes a wrapper library for the Microsoft Windows Application Programming Inter-
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face in C++ classes. The goal of this library is to simplify designing and developing the 

Windows application. The function of creating and managing the Windows application 

can be carried out through MFC classes. It is implemented with a set of macros and 

dynamic classes which can be used to handle Windows messaging mechanism, serial-

ization and exception. [5,7-8] 

 

2.4 Relational Database Management System 

 

Database is an organized collection of data in a storage device. A database manage-

ment system manages the organization of the data inside the storage device. General-

ly, this management system is an application which manipulates the file abstraction 

layer. Other applications and services can interact with the database for handling, de-

fining and manipulating data. The stored data can be in a different format such as text, 

binary data such as image sound and so on. [6,7] 

 

The Relational Database Management System (RDMS) is an idea of representing data 

in the database system where data is organized as a set of formally described two-

dimensional tables. The table contains columns which represent different fields and 

data is recorded in a row. The role of a relational table is to represent an object entity. 

Each table can have its own data fields, attributes, constraints and links to other tables. 

The data in one table can have relations with the other in a different table. Each 

RDBMS has its own language for querying data. The Structured Query Language 

(SQL) is the most common language that is used by many database systems. [6,8-13.] 

 

The designing of a relational database structure initiates with modelling the data as an 

object or entity. It is also known as the data modelling process. The approach of data 

modelling is to represent the data in a graphical view. It provides a programmer a bet-

ter view of the real nature of information and the needs for processing data in a specific 

area. There are different types of modelling data for example object-oriented model, 

relational model and entity relationship model. In the software industry, there are nu-

merous types of RDBMS such as Microsoft SQL server, MYSQL and Oracle. The 

GENERIS system uses Oracle database for its data storage and manipulation opera-

tions. [6,20.] 
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2.5 Code Refactor 

 

The process of restructuring the software system altering the internal structure of the 

code without changing its external behaviour is code a refactor. The changes are car-

ried out only to the internal structure of the software to make it easier to understand. It 

does not change its observable behaviour. It is a technique to clean up the code that 

minimizes the chances of introducing bugs. It improves the design of the existing code. 

Hence, the key to keep code readable and modifiable is refactoring [7, 9]. The unwant-

ed elements from the code are eliminated. It does not just clean up the code. Its regular 

practice provides the technique for cleaning up the code in a more efficient and con-

trolled manner. [7,46.] 

 

It is a valuable tool that can be used for several purposes. The main goals are de-

scribed below. [7,47-49.] 

 

 Software design improvement 

 

The design of the program will decay without refactoring. During the develop-

ment of the program, changes are brought to the code to perform certain func-

tions. If it is not done properly, the code might lose its structure. It makes it diffi-

cult to see the design of the program by reading the code. The harder it is to 

see the design of the code, the harder it is to preserve it. This results the pro-

gram decay more rapidly. Refactoring helps the code to retain its shape which 

is like tidying up the code.   

 

A poorly designed program usually has more code to perform the same func-

tion. It often occurs that the code quite literally does the same thing in several 

places. Thus an important aspect of improving the design is to eliminate the du-

plication of the code. The more code there is, the difficult it is to modify it cor-

rectly. By eliminating the duplication, it is ensured that the code says everything 

once and only once. This is the essence of good design. 

 

 Understandable software  

 

Many programmers will be working on the software developments. So there are 

many users of the source code and thus the code of one coder might be modi-
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fied in the future by others. However, it is difficult to understand the work done 

by others which means the code might be unfamiliar to its user in the future. 

When the refactoring is carried out, it is actually working with unfamiliar code. 

First the user should understand what the code is trying to do. The user actually 

changes the code to better reflect to his/her understanding and tests it by re-

running the code to see if it still works. The user must work on small details dur-

ing refactoring which makes the code clearer which helps to understand the de-

sign better than before. It leads to higher levels of understanding of the design. 

 

 Faster programming 

 

Refactoring helps to develop the code more quickly. By refactoring, the user 

can easily see that it improves the quality. Since it improves the design and 

readability and reduces bugs, these all factors contribute to improving the quali-

ty. Finally this reduces the speed of the development of the software. Good de-

sign is essential for rapid software development. Without good design, coders 

can progress quickly for a while, but soon poor design will start them to slow 

down and coders spend time on finding and fixing the bugs instead of adding 

new function. Changes take longer if the coder has to try to understand the sys-

tem and find the duplicate code. Hence a good design is essential to maintain 

speed in software development. Refactoring helps to develop software more 

rapidly because it stops the design of the system from decaying. 

 

There are cases where refactoring might be applied. The following are situations where 

a code factor could be utilized. [7,50] 

 

 Extracting a reusable component 

 

A software system is developed with certain specifications and provides a solu-

tion for a certain field. If the customer wants more functions from the existing 

system, then new development will have to be done. Also the system might 

have served the customer for several years. As the time passes, the customer 

might need a new product to support new approaches but with a user interface 

which is compatible with the older system. The extraction of the reusable com-

ponent from the existing system requires refactoring, before adding new func-

tions, and development.  
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 Improving the consistency of the component 

 

During the development of a software system, many components of the system 

are implemented by different project members. These components are sup-

posed to be distinct. However, there might be some cases where some of the 

components share a common abstraction. To make the design of the system 

easier to understand and to reduce future maintenance costs, it is good to re-

factor the system to make the commonalities between the components more 

explicit. 

 

 Supporting the iterative design of an object-oriented application framework 

 

An object-oriented application framework is an abstract design of an application 

that consists of an abstract class. It is an important technique to facilitate the 

design level reuse. A good framework is the result of many design iterations 

which involve structural changes. Refactoring is necessary to separate out the 

common abstractions in order to improve the design of the framework and facili-

tate reuse.  
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3 Modular Software Design 

 

When the software system grows, it becomes complex and difficult to maintain. With 

the flow of time, it might be complicated and difficult to update, modify or extend the 

program even when the change needed is small and implies to a small part of the ap-

plication. As the development increases in the software system, it consumes much 

more time for the programmer to detect the specific block of code and its effects on the 

other parts of the system. This repeats frequently during the development cycle of the 

software system. The design starts to deteriorate as the requirements changes occur in 

such a way that the initial design was not able to handle them. This behaviour compli-

cates the system and because of this kind of complexity, it is impossible to maintain the 

system. Therefore, it is necessary to decide an agile approach for the initial system 

design. [8,2-7.] 

 

The approach of modular software design involves designing a large software system 

that consists of multiple smaller software modules where modules are solvable, modifi-

able and compliable separately. Each module has its own methods and functions and 

should not have too many dependencies on other modules. The module should consist 

of discrete components so that each component can be implemented separately. The 

development of the system and organizing it into smaller independent modules does 

not lead to have any effect on modules when changes are done in another module. 

Hence, the sudden and unexpected breaks will not occur or will be minimized in the 

system. This kind of software design technique makes the development as a process 

of extending the application instead of modifying the same existing code base. Thus it 

is clearly a desirable property in the system. [8,8-11.] 

 

In modular software design, changes in a module will not require recompilation of the 

whole system. A change in one module should have minimal impact on other compo-

nents. Higher-level modules should not depend on lower-level modules. Each module 

needs to support a well-defined abstraction and have a clear interface through which it 

can interact with other modules. All modules can communicate using a generic inter-

face definition which makes the system easier and extensible and thus the design of 

the system remains simple, clean and effective despite addition of extensions to it. 

Hence, this approach helps to achieve reusability, extensibility and maintainability 

which are the most substantial factors of software design. [9,10.] 
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3.1 Modular Programming 

 

Modular programming is the process of subdividing the computer programs into sepa-

rate subprograms. It is a software design technique which focuses on the separation of 

the functionality of a program into interchangeable and independent modules. Each 

module contains everything that is needed to execute the desired functionality. A mod-

ule is a separate software component and can be used in different applications and 

functions with other components of the system. The functions which are similar are 

grouped into the same unit of programming code and separate functions are developed 

as separate units of code in order to reuse them by other applications. [10,6.] 

 

The technique of developing a program is very beneficial. Several developers can work 

simultaneously on individual programs that allow many developers to collaborate on 

the same application. A function can be developed for reuse which eliminates the need 

to retype the code many times. Less code has to be written to develop the program. 

Programs can be designed more efficiently and easily since programmers deal with 

only a small part of the entire code. A complex problem can be broken into simpler 

tasks. This strategy of developing a program makes it easier to debug, update and 

modify the code base. Errors can be easily identified. This will lead the faster develop-

ment of the program in an efficient way. [10,7.] 

3.2 Functional Independence 

 

The concept of functional independence is an explicit prolongation of modularity and 

the perception of abstraction and information hiding. It is accomplished by developing 

modules which have a “single-minded” function and a repugnance to enormous interac-

tion with other modules. In other words, software is designed in such a way that each 

module addresses a specific function and has a smooth and straightforward interface. 

This approach is important during the lifecycle of software development because inde-

pendent modules in the software system make it easier to develop the software. Soft-

ware with effective modularity represents independent modules in the system and in-

dependent modules are easier to maintain and test. This results in the minimization of 

the effects because of code or design modification of the system and error propagation 

is reduced and modules are reusable. Hence, functional independence is a key factor 

in good software design and good design is crucial for software quality. [11, 15] 
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3.3 Coupling 

 

An integral objective of software design is to structure the software system so that the 

complexity and the number of the interconnections between the modules are reduced. 

This can be achieved by the use of the coupling concept. A module can be considered 

independent if its function can be executed completely without the presence of others. 

Modules are solvable, modifiable and compliable separately if they are independent. 

However, all the modules cannot be independent in the system because interaction 

between them is needed to produce the desirable external behaviour of the system. 

The dependency between the modules will increase when the interconnection between 

them increases. This represents that more knowledge about one module is required to 

understand the other. Therefore, simpler and fewer interconnections between modules 

makes it easier to understand the one without understanding the other. The idea of 

coupling attempts to capture this concept.  

 

The notion of coupling between the modules depicts the strength of interconnection 

between them. It measures interdependence among the modules. In general, highly 

coupled modules have strong interconnections while loosely coupled modules have 

weak interconnection. However, independent modules do not have interconnections. 

For a module to be solvable, modifiable and compliable separately, loosely coupled 

modules are suggested. Since the modules of the software system are created during 

system design, the coupling between modules is highly likely to be decided during sys-

tem design and cannot be cut down during implementation. It is an abstract concept 

and barely measureable. Hence there is no formula that would determine the coupling 

between two modules. However, there are some factors which cause coupling between 

modules. The type of connection between modules, complexity of interface and the 

type of information flow between modules are the most important among those factors.  

 

Coupling increases with increase in ambiguity and complexity of the interface between 

modules. The number of interfaces per modules and the complication of each interface 

should be minimized for the coupling to be low. An interface in a module is used for 

communication of information to and from other modules. Coupling would intend to 

increase if a module is used by another module through an obscure and oblique inter-

face. The degree of coupling would be higher with a more complex interface. Some-

times, the level of the complexity of interfaces is required to support communication 
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between the modules. However, the minimum should be used. The bottom line is to 

keep the interface of a module as small and simple as possible.  

 

The third major factor that affects coupling is the type of information that flows among 

the interfaces. Data and control are two types of information that can flow along inter-

faces. The flow of control information represents the fact that the function of the module 

will depend on this, which makes it difficult to understand the module. Transfer of data 

information refers to a module receiving data as an input from another one and return-

ing some data as an output. This makes a module a simple input-output function that 

conducts the transformation on the input data to produce the output data. Basically, the 

interface with only data communication or only control information results in lowest 

scale of coupling. The degree of coupling is highest if the information is hybrid. In other 

words, the transformation of some data items and some control items along modules 

makes coupling the highest. [11, 25] 

3.4 Cohesion 

 

Cohesion is another factor that affects the complexity of interconnections between 

modules. The weakest scale of cohesion is the least desirable whereas the strongest is 

most desirable. Coupling tends to be reduced when interconnections among modules 

are minimized. In other words, coupling is minimized when elements in different mod-

ules have little bonds between them. Another approach to acquire this is to enhance 

the bond between different elements of the same module which can be achieved by 

increasing the relationship between elements of the same module. Cohesion is a no-

tion which tries to depict this intra-module nature. The intensity of the relationship 

among elements of a module is determined by the cohesion concept. 

 

Cohesion of a module expresses the bonding between the internal elements of the 

module. It provides the idea that the different elements of a module belong together in 

the same module. Cohesion and coupling are quite interrelated. A high degree of co-

hesion of each module represents a low degree of coupling between the modules. This 

correlation is not perfect but it has been detected in practice. There are different levels 

of cohesion. [12,140] 
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3.4.1 Coincidental Cohesion 

 

Coincidental is the lowest level of cohesion. Coincidental cohesion takes place when 

there is no relevant relationship among the elements of a module. Coincidental cohe-

sion can highly occur if an existing program is modularized by breaking it into different 

pieces of modules. A module tends to have coincidental cohesion if a module is devel-

oped to save duplicated code by merging some parts of the code that occur at different 

places. [13,158] 

 

3.4.2 Logical Cohesion 

 

A module can be considered to have logical cohesion if the elements in a module have 

a logical relationship among them and the elements conduct function that lies in the 

same logical class. A common example of this type of cohesion is a module that oper-

ates all the inputs or all the outputs. This is often done by passing some kind of special 

status flag, which will be used to figure out what statements to execute in the module. 

This result in a hybrid information flow between the modules and it is considered the 

worst coupling between modules. Usually, this kind of modules have a clumsy and 

tricky code. In general, logical cohesion should be avoided in the modules. [13,158] 

 

3.4.3 Temporal Cohesion 

 

Temporal cohesion is similar to logical cohesion except that the elements are also con-

sidered during the program execution. Modules are usually temporally bound together 

and perform functions such as initialization, cleaning up and termination. In this kind of 

situation, temporal cohesion is higher than logical cohesion even though the elements 

in a temporally bound module are logically related. This prevents the problem of pass-

ing the flag and the code is normally simpler. [14,141] 

 

3.4.4 Procedural Cohesion 

 

A module can be considered to be procedural cohesion when the elements in the mod-

ule belong to a common procedural unit. A procedural cohesive module contains ele-

ments which are grouped and follow a certain sequence of execution. A loop or se-

quence of decision statements from a module can be combined a separate module. A 
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module which has procedural cohesion may contain only a part of a complete function 

or parts of several functions. [14,141]  

 

3.5 Top-Down and Bottom-Up Strategies 

 

Top-down and bottom-up are strategies of knowledge ordering and information pro-

cessing which are used in numerous files including software systems. This approach is 

suitable for such software design in which a system consists of components, which 

have their own components that is a system of a hierarchy of components. The top-

down strategy approach starts with the highest level component of the hierarchy and 

proceeds to the lower level whereas the bottom-up strategy approach starts from the 

lowest level components and proceeds to the highest level. [15,254] 

 

In a top-down design approach, the major components of the system are recognized 

and they are decomposed into their lower level components and iterating them until the 

desirable detail is accomplished. This kind of approach results in the form of stepwise 

refinement. The design is refined from the abstract design level to a more and more 

concrete level until the level where refinement is not needed and the design can be 

implemented directly. This approach is extremely useful and has been found quite 

popular in design methodologies. It is advisable to use it when the specification of the 

system is crystal clear and the development has to be done from the scratch level.  

 

A bottom-up design approach is considered to be the opposite of the top-down design 

approach. It begins with designing the most basic components and then proceeding to 

the higher level components which use these lower components. It works with the lay-

ers of abstractions. In this approach, the operations which provide the layer of abstrac-

tion are implemented starting from bottom. Then these operations are used to imple-

ment stronger and more powerful operations until the level is reached where the opera-

tions supported by the layer are those desired by the system. This approach is suitable 

when a system has to be developed from an existing system as it starts from some 

existing components.  

 

Both top-down and bottom up designs play a vital role in the software development 

process. The top-down strategy focuses on a complete understanding and planning of 

the system. Coding begins when a desirable level of detail is accomplished in the de-

sign of the system. This might lead to the delay of the testing of the functional units of 
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the system until significant design is reached. The bottom-up strategy focuses on cod-

ing and early testing which can be started as soon as the first module has been speci-

fied. However, this approach might lead to the risk that modules might be coded with-

out having a clear idea of how they link to other parts of the system. The main benefit 

of the bottom-up approach is re-usability of code. In modern software design, usually 

both top-down and bottom-up approaches are combined.  

 

3.6 Data Structure 

 

Data structure is a particular way of storing and organizing data in a computer so that it 

can be used efficiently. It is an illustration of the logical relationship among the individ-

ual elements of data. It plays a key role in the representation of software architecture. 

The simplest form of data structure is a scalar item. A scalar item refers to a single el-

ement of information which may be addressed by an identifier. In other words, it is 

specified as a single address in the memory. The size and format of a scalar item var-

ies according to the programming language. For example, it can be a logical entity 

which is one bit, an integer or floating point number, which is 8 to 6 bits or a string, 

which is hundreds or thousands of bytes. 

 

A sequential vector is formed when scalar items are organized as a continuous group 

or a list. Vectors are the most common form of all data structures, which contributes to 

defining a variable having indexed information. An n-dimensional space is created 

when the sequential vector is extended to an arbitrary number of dimensions. The most 

common form of an n-dimensional space is the two-dimensional matrix. An n-

dimensional space is called an array in most of the programming languages. All these 

scalar items, vectors and spaces can be organized systematically in various formats. A 

linked list is a data structure which organizes nonadjacent scalar times, vectors or 

spaces in a systematic manner, which is also called a node, and it enables them to 

process as a list. Each node in the list contains relevant data organization, for example 

a vector, and one or more pointers which indicate the address of the next node in the 

list.  

 

There are other forms of data structures which are constructed using the fundamental 

data structures as described above. Binary trees, B-trees, heaps, trees, hashes and 

graphs are examples of data structures. Different types of data structures are used in 

different applications. Some of them are excessively specialized in specific tasks. For 
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example, hash tables are used in compiler implementations to look up for identifiers 

whereas B-trees are particularly used for database implementations. [16, 481] 
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4 GENERIS System 

 

The GENERIS system is a large energy information platform that provides solutions to 

a broad set of parties in the energy sector ranging from modestly-sized local utility 

companies to system operators and energy exchange. The GENERIS platform is used 

for meter data management, meter asset management, balance settlement and man-

agement, contract and portfolio management, trade and risk management and billing 

data management as shown in figure 1.  

 

  

 

Figure 1. GENERIS business applications [17, 6] 

 

The GENERIS platform can be used with the GENERIS Browser. 

 

4.1 GENERIS Components 

 

The components of GENERIS are described below.  

 

GENERIS Meter Data Management (MDM) system provides a solution for centralized 

vendor-independent management of all measurement data for different energy utilities. 

Data from different sources and formats are collected and validated. These data can 

also be used by other system applications. This solution is integrated with the GENE-

RIS workflow control into a business process for balance settlement and management.  

• Meter Data ManagementGENERIS MDM

• Meter Asset ManagementGENERIS MAM

• Balance Settlement & ManagementGENERIS EDM

• Contract & Portfolio ManagementGENERIS CMS

• Trade & Risk ManagementGENERIS TMS

• Billing Data ManagementGENERIS BDM
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GENERIS Meter Asset Management (MAM) is a system solution that includes tools 

for data import, data search, value validation, measuring device configuration and 

management, and work order creation and management. The most significant features 

of the system are: 

 

 Gathering measurement data from several sources 

 Validation of gathered data 

 Long-term storage of gathered data: interval metered data and meter readings 

 Storing meter devices data necessary for conversion from primary meter read-

ings to actual consumption values.  

 Reporting data 
 
 

GENERIS Energy Data Management (EDM) is a system which manages energy data 

and business processes on the energy market. It provides significant functionalities for 

the manipulation of energy data. It plays a vital role in the integration of data from phys-

ical measurement into a time series format which is used to record measurement read-

ings for a specific interval of time. The data refers to metering devices and reading 

measurements. The system can be used for several energy markets such as electricity, 

gas and district heating. EDM modules are designed for the tasks of network operators, 

balance coordinators and electricity retailers. The primary business functions handled 

by the system are processing of measurement data, balance settlement calculations, 

communication between different market parties, and data related to customers and 

their invoicing.  The system supports daily routines where large data quantities are pro-

cessed.  

 

GENERIS Contract Management System (CMS) integrates commercial energy busi-

ness data with physical measurement data. It is an application for maintaining and ana-

lysing sales and purchase contracts and their portfolios using forecasts or actual 

measurement data or consumption profiles. It is the complete solution for advanced 

business planning providing tools for business profitability management and analysing 

the impacts of different planning scenarios.  

 

GENERIS Trade Management System (TMS) offers comprehensive tools for trade 

handling and risk management. It integrates trading functionality with the GENERIS 

system portfolio management, which is used for business analysis and planning.  
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GENERIS Billing Data Management (BDM) provides an advanced pre-billing engine 

for Smart Grid for the generation of billing data for all commodities and all customers, 

including complex B2B billing based on up-to-date market prices. It is also a solution 

for hourly billing of customers. Integration with GENERIS CMS and TMS applications 

makes GENERIS a complete end-to-end system solution from measurement data all 

the way through to invoicing.  

 

4.2 GENERIS Browser 

 

The GENERIS browser is an application for all GENERIS end users. This application 

was developed for the Windows operating system. It looks and feels like other Win-

dows applications. The main screen layout of GENERIS browser is shown in figure 2. 

The basic layout of GENERIS consists of different components such as menu bar, tool 

bar, status bar, list view, object tree view and system manager windows. 
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Figure 2. Main screen of GENERIS browser 

 

 

In the GENERIS browser, users can navigate in different object tree views. The tree 

view represents the main hierarchy system which can be split into different folders. The 

layout of different folders in the object tree view depends upon the GENERIS business 

applications that are purchased by the customer. Usually, every folder has its subfold-

ers and each folder contains its own objects. The object in each folder is of the same 

type, for example the Metering Points folder contains only Metering Point object. The 

list view in GENERIS is the most important user interface element. It is an efficient way 

to present GENERIS object or data.  
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Figure 3. A list control in GENERIS browser and its context menu 

 

A Generis list view and its context menu are shown in figure 3. The actions in the list 

view can be performed by the context menu.  
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5 GENERIS Module Architecture 

 

GENERIS is a modular system. New functional modules are developed on top of a 

common platform. When a GENERIS system is delivered to a customer, only the mod-

ules bought by the customers will be installed. The modularity provides the following 

benefits: 

 

 Development work of a module can be isolated in to a small unit without disturb-

ing the development of other modules.  

 The functionalities can be capsulated to packages that can be sold separately 

to customers.  

 The size of code in one unit can be kept smaller.  

 The size of individual binaries can be kept smaller.  

 

Modules that are registered as plug-ins in to a GENERIS system are called GENERIS 

application modules.  

 

5.1 GENERIS Application Module 

 

GENERIS application modules are binary files that will be delivered to the customer 

when a GENERIS system is installed. The following features are common to GENERIS 

application modules: 

 

 It is implemented as a dynamic link library.  

 It can be registered from the GENERIS browser.  

 It acts as a plug-in. When it is registered, it will add new folders and forms to 

GENERIS browser.  

 It is able to generate and load an application-specific lexicon file.  

 

5.2 GENERIS Application Registration 

 

The GENERIS application module must be registered in to the database before it can 

be used. A GENERIS application writes information to the database tables after its reg-

istration. This information includes the following: 
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 The object types implemented by the application 

 The folder object instances and the links between them  

 Application-specific information 

 Security policies implemented by the application 

 Application options used by the application. GENERIS application modules 

must be registered when a new GENERIS installation is made and when an in-

stallation has been updated to a newer version.  

 

 

Figure 4. Register application DLL dialog 

 

Figure 4 represents Register Application DLL dialog. GENERIS application modules 

are registered manually in the Register Application DLL dialog. This dialog can be 

opened from the GENERIS Browser. The dialog shows a list of all applications that are 

registered to the database to which the GENERIS browser is currently logged in. It is 

possible to register new DLL or to re-register a DLL already registered in the database.  
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5.3 Module Dependencies 

 

When a Visual C++ project uses functions and classes exported by another DLL, the 

project becomes dependent of the other DLL. This means that if the other DLL is re-

built, the dependent project must also be rebuilt. In Visual C++ terminology, a project 

can be linked to a set of DLLs. This set of DLLs is called the dependencies of the pro-

ject linked to them. Figure 5 represents the dependencies between a subset of GENE-

RIS modules.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. Dependencies between a subset of GENERIS modules [18] 
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As shown in figure 5, it can be seen that a change in GSysApp.dll affects all applica-

tions and causes them to be rebuilt. If unused classes from this module are detected 

and removed, the building and compilation time will be decreased.  

5.4 Application Modules 

 

General introduction of some of the GENERIS modules is provided below:  

 

GENERIS System Application (GysyApp) is a common system application module for 

all GENERIS applications. It contains for examle interfaces for GENERIS database 

access, database dependent tree structures and common classes such as calendars 

and units. 

 

GENERIS Contract Application (GcontApp) is an application module containing the 

structures related to contract and portfolio management and calculation; for example 

participant, portfolio, contract, delivery, product, pricelist, metering point. 

 

GENERIS Import Application (GimpApp) contains structures related to importing con-

tract data from external customer information systems. It handles the second phase 

import from raw data tables (filled by import script) to actual GENERIS database tables. 

 

GENERIS Bid Management Application (GbidApp) is an application module that ex-

tends the Contract Application to include bid management functionality. This functional-

ity includes data structures related to offers, and additional calculations that use this 

data. 

 

GENERIS MDb Application (GMDbApp) is a measurement database application ex-

tension. This module contains structures related to measurement data handling, for 

example metering point, measurement and network. These structures are similar, but 

not identical, to corresponding structures in GENERIS Contract Applications. Differ-

ences are due to different requirements of the applications. 

 

GENERIS Profile User Interface (GprofApp) handles the configuration and calculation 

of load profiles. 
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GENERIS Alarmer User Interface (GAUIApp) handles the configuration and viewing 

of alarm messages generated by certain GENERIS modules. AUI can also be used to 

configure the GIC Alarmer Server on the specific computer (server). 

 

GENERIS Billing Calculation Interface application (GBCIApp) returns a calculated 

sum or maximum value information based on the crosslinking of customer information 

systems product component codes with GENERIS calendar, calculation rule and 

measurement type. Scripting handles the CIS file format reading and writing. [2,6] 
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6 Application Description 

 

This project was the part of the internal tool of the company where it was carried out. 

The company uses Surround SCM as the source control management system, which is 

shown in figure 6. GENERIS is organized into a folder hierarchy based on the modules. 

There is one base folder called ‘Generis Apps’ which contain 92 modules. Each of the 

modules contains different program files. In the header files of the modules, class has 

been defined with _DECLSPEC_ declarations which are intended to be exported from 

this module. However, there are classes which are never used in any other modules or 

applications but only declared to be exported. The code of GENERIS has been evolved 

for over 10 years but those unused classes were not known. Hence, the aim of this 

project was to create an application or tool which would list those unused classes.  

 

 

Figure 6. Source files of GENERIS modules in SCM 

 
 
Each subfolder in the root folder ‘Generis Apps’ represents the module as shown in 
figure 6.   
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6.1 Application Implementation 

 

During coding for the tool, two public methods and one method were used. ‘Generis 

Apps’, which contain 92 modules and which was the concern of this tool, was taken 

from the version management system to the local computer machine. The location of 

‘Generis Apps’ was hard coded when coding the tool. Each module was considered as 

a folder. The function of the first method is described below.  

 

public Dictionary<string, string[]> FileConD(string rootDir) 

        { 

            Dictionary<string, string[]> dictionary = new 

Dictionary<string, string[]>(); 

            string[] subDir = Directory.GetDirectories(rootDir); 

            string[] fileEntries; 

 

            for (int i = 0; i < subDir.Length; i++) 

            { 

                fileEntries = Directory.GetFiles(subDir[i]); 

                dictionary.Add(subDir[i], fileEntries); 

            } 

 

            return dictionary; 

        } 

 

Listing 1. Storing file names and its folder name in dictionary 

 

As illustrated in listing 1, the function of the method was to store all the files of the sub-

directory as value and the name of the subdirectory as key in Dictionary. Dictionary is a 

C# class which represents a collection of keys and values. This method consisted of a 

parameter which should be the location of folder ‘Generis Apps’. ‘Generis Apps’ con-

tains 92 different subfolders as mentioned above. This method was implemented in 

such a way that all subfolder names were saved as keys and all the files for each sub-

folder were saved as values for that key. Hence, this method would return the list of 

subfolders and all the files for that each subfolder when it was executed. This is illus-

trated in figure 7. 
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File 2 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Representation of subfolder and its files’ 

 

 

Another public method was also created while coding. This method would take the re-

sult of the first public method as described above and returns the dictionary. This dic-

tionary contained the list of names of the class name which has _declspec_ declaration 

and the location of it. This method was implemented to read each line from each file. 

Each line was trimmed and then separated into words by a white space character. 

Then, this line would be checked if it contained the word called ‘class’. If it contained 

this word, then the line would be checked again to determine if the next word was 

_declpec_ . If it was, then the next word would be the name of the class and it would be 

added to the dictionary as the key and its location as the values. Hence, this second 

method provided the name of the class and its location.  

 

The result of this second method was used in the main method of the tool. Each class 

name, which was just the normal text, was searched for the files which had ‘.h’, ‘.cpp’, 

‘.inl’ and ‘.c’ extensions from other folders. The search was based on the string search. 

Hence, regular expression was used to determine that this text was the real class 

name of the header file but not just the normal text or string. The search was avoided 

from the comment part of the code. The results of this search method were added to 

the container which was the list of the used class names. As described earlier, the sec-

Subfolder 1 File 1 File 2 

 

File n 

 

File 1 

 

File 1 

 

File 2 

 

File n 

File n 

 

Subfolder 2 

Subfolder 3 

Subfolder m 
File 1 

 

File 1 

 

File n 
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ond method provided the container which had the list of all the class names. The differ-

ence between these containers provideds the list of the unused class names. The 

whole implementation of this coding part is represented in figure 8. 

 

 

Start

Read a directory 
recursivley

Read every files in 
directory

Find class names 
’className’ with 

_declspec_ 
declaration

Move to next 
directory

Is string 
’clasName’ 

found in another 
directory ?

Determine if found 
string ’className’is 

just a text or real 
class name

List it as unsued 
classname

Is it a real class 
name ?

List it as used 
classname

       

 No

Yes

Yes

                No

Report to user

End

 

Figure 8. Work flow diagram  
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Figure 8 represents the basic work flow diagram. The main idea of this application was 

to find all classes that are exported from a module but are not referenced from outside 

of the module. A module should only include classes from another module that are re-

ally referenced or used. A general idea of the implementation of the application was 

that it found the list of files that have classes with _DECLSPEC_ keyword. Then class 

names were parsed from the application. It was then extended with file system string 

search based method to determine if a class was not referenced from outside of the 

module. If the searched string, that is class name, was only found in a file having the 

same directory or module as where the class was declared, it would not be referenced 

outside the module. However, if the searched string was found from another module, 

an additional logic would be implemented to filter out the possible false results and to 

persuade that it was the real class name. Hence, the output of this application would be 

a list of unnecessarily exported classes from the module.  

 

6.2 .NET Implementation 

 

The tool is coded in Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 by C# programming language. It is a 

programming language which is designed to develop different types of applications 

which run on the .NET framework. This language is simple, object-oriented, type-safe 

and powerful. The .NET platform is a development framework which provides a new 

application programming interface to the Windows operating system. It includes a 

Common Language Specification (CLS) which provides the rules required for language 

integration. It contains a different number of components, for example Common Lan-

guage Runtime (CLR), which is an object-oriented platform for Windows and web de-

velopment. It also consists of a number of related class libraries which are known as 

the Framework Class Library. [19, 3] 
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7  Result Analysis 

 

The application reported 2170 unused classes in the current code base. The results 

generated from the application were collected and then saved into an excel file which is 

illustrated in figure 10. In this excel file, the results were categorized into two columns. 

Column A refers to class name and column B refers to their corresponding location.  

 

 

 

Figure 10. Fragment of the results generated from the application 

 

The location provides the name of modules as well. Hence, based on this result, the 

number of unused classes was calculated for each module and saved to another excel 

sheet. The number of unused classes for the modules was traced out as shown below 

in this excel sheet: 

  

 15 modules each of which contains 1 unused class.  

 3 modules each of which contains 2 unused classes. 

 2 modules each of which contains 3 unused classes.  

 5 modules each of which contains 4 unused classes. 

 5 modules each of which contains 5 unused classes.  

 1 module contains 6 

 2 modules each of which contains 7 

 2 modules each of which contains 9 

 2 modules each of which contains 10 
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 1 modules contains 11 

 2 modules each of which contains 12 

 2 modules each of which contains 13  

 2 modules each of which contains 14 

 1 module contains 15 

 1 module contains 16 

 1 module contains 17 

 1 module contains 18 

 1 module contains 21 

 1 module contains 26 

 1 module contains 29 

 1 module contains 30 

 1 module contains 33 

 1 module contains 34 

 1 module contains 40 

 1 module contains 46 

 1 module contains 60 

 1 module contains 64 

 1 module contains 70 

 1 module contains 115 

 1 module contains 119 

 1 module contains 169 

 1 module contains 266 

 1 module contains 294 

 1 module contains 469 

 

The screen shot of those modules which contained a huge number of unused class 

names from this excel sheet is shown below in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. Fragment of the names of modules and their number of unused classes 

 

The results are more interesting for the core modules GSysApp, GSysCore and GCon-

tApp. These are the modules which are quite often compiled during the build process. 

GSysApp is a common system application module for all GENERIS applications. It con-

tains for example interfaces for GENERIS database access, database dependent tree 

structures and common classes such as calendars and units. GSysCore is the lowest-

level module which brings in dependencies to certain GENERIS database tables and 

implementations. It acts as a link between the different GENERIS application paths and 

contains common structures for those paths. GcontApp is a GENERIS Contract Appli-

cation module containing the structures related to contract and portfolio management 

and calculation, for example participant, contract, delivery, product.  

 

As unused classes have been identified, the header file containing these class names 

can be removed from a precompiled header file. This results in decrease in the compi-

lation time of the code. The scope of this project was to trace out unnecessarily export-

ed classes of the given modules but not to remove them automatically. The results 

were presented to the concerned personnel in the company. The target has been set to 

extend this application so that would automatically remove these unused classes.  

 

The result may not be correct in the following cases: 

 

 The comment is written at the end of the line or in the middle of the line. The 

code will ignore that line even if there are some meaningful classes declared 

before the comments. 

 The code simply acts as a prototype which scans for class name. However, in 

practice, there are other types of declarations which we need to apply the same 

principles to, including typedef and struct. 
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 The process should be automated as a part of the build system so that new un-

used / duplicated classes can be detected automatically and iteratively. This 

could significantly stabilize the code base in the long term. 
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8 Conclusion 

 

The size of the code base has a significant effect on the software release and the de-

velopment process. The implemented prototype introduces a solution to identify the 

redundant exported classes which can be used to reduce the complexity of the class 

organizations. By minimizing the number of classes, the build process will take less 

time to finish and the developers can save valuable time on searching through the list 

of useful classes. This means that the release process will be consolidated and the 

software development process can become more productive. However, the most im-

portant benefit is that the tool can be continuously integrated into the existing software 

development process, which prevents the same problems from occurring again. In this 

thesis, the existing GENERIS code base was studied and based on that, an implemen-

tation was made to adapt to the product implementation. 

 

The ultimate goals of the project were to achieve better code quality, reduce system 

complexity, increase efficiency and simplify the software process. The release process 

is a vital part of the software development process, since the developers need to com-

pile the code base before starting with the development of the product. A compact code 

base will decrease the compilation time, misuse of exported classes, search time using 

the class hierarchies and at the same time increase productivity. Moreover, the proto-

type can be developed further so that it can be continuously integrated into the release 

process and applied to other software products. This practice eliminates the gap be-

tween actual implementation and code refactoring, which occurs quite late and fre-

quently introduces new problems into the existing code base. 

 

The result of the project was a prototype application which can list all redundant ex-

ported classes in the existing GENERIS code base. The tool played an important role 

in the analysis and improvement of the product implementation. All background 

knowledge about computer software, data structure, compilation and programming 

languages played a vital role in achieving this objective. 
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